Autopay machine PA-12

PA-12, 1 kind of coin

Machine is for paid access through turnstiles or door with an electric lock for example
to sporting events, to the public sanitary facilities (toilets) at petrol stations, railway and bus
stations, hospitals, shopping and tourist centers, restaurants... After payment of the required
sum of money coin / coins a receipt is printed that serves as a voucher to obtain discounts on
the price of goods or services in the facility listed on that bill. In the more affordable version for
the payment of one kind of coin machine may also receive other kinds of coins above, the
value is recorded in the revenue, but machine is not giving change. Subscribers can use
tokens or RFID cards. When the failure of the machine as a result of a full stack of coins or the
lack of paper in the printer occurs a turnstile and door can be released for a free passage.
Autopay machine has well-arranged indicator and LED pictograms for a quick visitor's
orientation. Other configurations of autopay machine are possible, for example. acceptation
several kinds of coins, coin dispensing, printing a document when withdrawal, ability of
reporting of withdrawal amounts via internet or via SMS. State of pay machine and turnstile /
doors can be presented in acoustic-optical form at the operator desk.

PA-12, 1 kind of coin, key for staff

Benefits of installing autopay machine
- wide range of autopay machines PA-12 properties, prices for each
- fast return on investment
- self-financed operation of sanitary facilities, reduction in staff numbers
- almost no possibility of unrecorded revenue for staff with access to sanitary facilities through
the turnstile
- discount voucher for a visitor (or even return the fees) in listed facility, within the specified
conditions
- possibility of immediate service via internet for autopay machine configurations with the
controller based on μPC

PA-12, 1 kind of coin, RFID card for
staff and subscribers

Properties of the autopay machine
Users:

- adult casual visitors
- children up to a certain growth (free)
- disabled (free)
- subscribers (token, RFID card)
- staff (key / RFID card)

Controlled devices:
PA-12, more kinds of coins, no
coinchange, LCD display, RFID card for
staff and subscribers

- door with handle for free exit / with a door knob for controlled
leaving
- turnstile permanently released for departure / controlled
departure
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